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RATES 2021-2022
As I live in France, prices are displayed in EUROS. Click here if you need a currency converter.

- Recording Only -

These are the rates for a recording order only. You already have the
melody(-ies) and the lyrics, you just want a vocalist to record! 3 classic offers:
a Lead Vocal recording offer (lead vocal recording only / no backup vocals
recording), a Backup Vocals recordings offer (backup vocals recording only
/ no lead vocal) and a Full Vocals recordings offer (lead + backup vocals).
There is a -15% discount for the latter! :) If none of these offers suits your
project, feel free to contact me for a special quote.

https://www.xe.com/en/currencyconverter/


- Toplining* + Recording -

These are the rates for a toplining + recording order. You already have the
lyrics but you need a vocal melody to be created & recorded! 3 classic offers:
a Toplining Lead Vocal recording offer (lead vocal toplining & recording only
/ no backup vocals), a Toplining Backup Vocals recordings offer (3 backup
vocals lines toplining & recording / no lead vocal), and a Toplining Full
Vocals recordings offer (lead + 3 backup vocals lines toplining & recording).
There is a -15% discount for the latter! :) If none of these offers suits your
project, feel free to contact me for a special quote.

*Toplining = melody creation



VOCAL RANGE

- Chest Voice (Modal Voice) : from F3 up to C4 ;
- Head Voice (“Opera” Voice) : from D5 up to C6 ;
- Comfort Zone : from A3 up to A5.



RECORDING EQUIPMENT

DEMVOX ECO100 Soundproof Cabin
DT-770 PRO 250 OHM Headphones
SLATE ML-1 Microphone
FOCUSRITE Scarlett 4i4 Interface
COCKOS Reaper DAW

https://fr.demvox.com/productos/cabinas-insonorizadas-eco
https://www.thomann.de/fr/beyerdynamic_dt770pro.htm
https://slatedigital.com/virtual-microphone-system/
https://focusrite.com/fr/node/290
https://www.reaper.fm/


REQUIRED FILES

You will have to send me a few things so I can start working:

✔ The Instrumental Track (can totally be a draft as long as the song
structure/BPM DO NOT change after I start working);

✔ The Melody Track(s) if you’re not asking for toplining (can be MIDI but must
match your instrumental track duration);

✔ The BPM reference or a click track if the BPM changes during the song;

✔ The Lyrics, either written in French, English, Spanish, Italian, Latin,
Japanese (romaji), Korean (romaji) or Mandarin Chinese (pinyin). Please
tell me which accent you prefer for English (British or American), Spanish
(European or Latin American) and Latin (Ecclesiastical or Classical).

I can try to sing in a language not listed above if you want me to, but I will first
need you to send me a clear recording of the lyrics (spoken slowly) so I can
study the pronunciation. I will obviously need some days to work on them
before starting to record anything :);

✔ Any important information I could use, especially if you strongly have
something in mind for the kind of singing you’d like (falsetto, head voice,
belting or any other style). I can let my inspiration do the job but if you really
want something in particular, please tell me!

You can send me your files by emailing me at contact@mioune.fr, or using
any other method you find more convenient (Google Drive, WeTransfer…)

mailto:contact@mioune.fr


ORDER PROCESS

📧 Throughout the steps, we will constantly stay in touch!📧

RECORDING RECORDING + TOPLINING

Step 1 Song study prior to validation* Song study prior to validation*

Step 2 Required Files Sending Required Files Sending + 50% Deposit

Step 3 Free Preview Delivery (10~20 sec) Lead Toplining Preview Delivery

Step 4 100% Payment (Lead Toplining Revision(s))

Step 5 Recording(s) Delivery Backup Vocals Toplining Preview Delivery

Step 6 (Recording(s) Revision(s)) (Backup Vocals Toplining Revision(s))

Step 7 - Payment of the Balance

Step 8 - Recordings Delivery

Step 9 - (Recordings Revision(s))

*Before accepting an order, I really need to see if my voice fits your project. By doing that, we
can save a tremendous amount of time if I sadly feel that I may not be the right vocalist for
you (that I will spend much more time than expected trying to give you the best recordings).
Sometimes, you may think someone is perfect for the job but the reality is just different. So my
rule is: prevention is better than cure! :)

PAYMENT/INVOICE

PAYPAL will be the preferred payment method. Bank transfer is also an option, but
just remember that transfers aren’t processed immediately and that I only start
working when I have received the funds. PayPal sends automatic invoices, but I will
provide you with a more professional invoice.

DISCOUNTS/REFUNDS

If I cannot deliver you your final recordings in time (I fall sick…), I will offer a -15%
discount. A total refund will also be possible for a work paid for but not received. Thus,
if a toplining has been done/validated, a refund of the 50% deposit won’t be possible.

https://www.paypal.com/fr/webapps/mpp/home


DELIVERY TIMES

Song study prior to validation 24 hours

Toplining Preview
3 days (Lead or Backup Vocals)
6 days (Lead & Backup Vocals)

Recording Preview 2 days

Final Recording 5 days*

Revisions 24 hours/revision

Working Days: Monday to Friday | Timezone: CET
*This is just an indication, I quite often deliver faster.

EXAMPLES:

For a Full Vocals pack order, I need a maximum of 7 days between the
moment the order is confirmed and the moment my recordings are delivered.
An extra day is applied for each revision asked.

For a Toplining + Full Vocals pack order, I first need 3 days to deliver you a
preview of the Lead Vocal toplining, then 3 more days to deliver you a preview
of the Backup Vocals toplinings, and finally, I need a maximum of 5 more days
to deliver you the final recordings. I will then need around 11 days between the
moment the order is confirmed and the moment it is fully delivered. An extra
day is applied for each revision asked (whether it’s a toplining or a recording
revision).

https://time.is/fr/France


FILES SPECS

This is what I apply to my projects/exports by default. I can change any of
those presets, but just tell me before I start recording. :)

FORMAT .wav

BIT DEPTH 24 bits

SAMPLING FREQUENCY* 48 kHz*

FX RAW (no FX)

*Reminder: 48kHz = for video format purpose / 44.1 kHz = for CD format. By
default, I set my projects to 48 kHz because tracks I record for are almost
always destined to be included in a video format at some point. If you’re
absolutely sure that you won’t be working with video though, just tell me and
I’ll set my recording project to 44.1 kHz.


